
    PEOPLE  search for? 
     innovation, change, inspiration, emotions,
     horizons, experiences, enjoyment,
     security, harmony.

Contemporary architectural projects are more and more inspiring worlds on their own.
Ideas and designs have to capture the past, tomorrow as well as they have to adapt to the ever changing
contemporary taste the most possible flexibility.

Modularity and flexibility of the latest materials and their fresh new properties are in demand as never before.
Our PONGS complete solution as a global high tech textile company: Building change by maintaining the value.
This is done in line with the highest quality standards and with an excellent cost efficiency.



Walls, Ceilings & Panels

flexible, easy to replace...

...endless printing

ready-made…
...backlit

…spectacular design
also sound-absorbing…

everything by PONGS®.



Walls, Ceilings, Panels



   We  HAVE
exactly the right material with the right system
and the right digital printing.

Interior design is extremely fast changing. Now rooms have concepts and the look conveys a certain lifestyle.
They have to be as flexible as possible, easy to replace and with just the right design.
Textile walls and ceilings make this possible and are also configured freely by the corresponding digital printing.
And more, spacious modern rooms remain in balance with the background noise by using sound absorbing acoustic panels.

Project   Hôtel des Centraliens (Paris) 
   Champs Elysées
Project management Maison Margiella (Paris)



High tech textile system. Simple, fast, fascinating …
Design with a lot of impact and completely fresh design possibilities.
Our DESCOR® system has the materials and the right accessories to even realize the most complicated shapes
sensationally fast. Plus our PONGS® training center, which can be simple and technically implemented with the latest de-
sign looks for the professional.

Project:         Design Loft Düsseldorf
Project Management: Living Concept Consulting

DESCOR® Ceilings Led backlights.
DESCOR® Walls and Video projection wall.





INSTALLATION
easy, quick, clean.

Ready installed ceilings and walls without dirt in just one day? – That is not possible! But with PONGS® it is!
Textile high tech walls and ceilings are easily fixed in a frame system that is very simple bolted to a wooden frame.
The accompanying technology is taught by a skilled craftsman at our training center in just one day.
By that one can trained professional creates an entirely new business area with booming growth potential.



No SURFACE
is as smooth and clean as a DESCOR® wall or ceiling.

You do not have to think of how you might get your ceilings absolutely even over huge areas!
For PONGS® high tech materials absolutely straight, smooth and durably beautiful - this is our standard!
While others are still trying to paint their ceilings in a proper white - a DESCOR® ceiling is already installed
and even refined individually with a spectacular digital printing.

Project:          PONGS® Headquarter Stadtlohn, Germany.
         Interior redesign or our offices and representation areas.
Project Management:  Living Concept Consulting

DESCOR® Ceilings Led backlights.
DESCOR® Ceilings with multiple Installations: light elements, aeration elements 
and smoke detectors. DESCOR® walls.



Extremely flexible &TEMPERATURE
independent installation.

If top design works much better than the standard, then it has something to do with a superior system.
Our DESCOR® system is simply thought through in every detail. For all structural contingencies,
there are prefabricated elements and for all who still believe a textile cover can only be installed in a heated room,
we have surprising news for you!
DESCOR® and all other PONGS® materials are easily processed at room temperature - even in the ice cold.





Ceilings get STYLISH
DESCOR® textile ceilings can now be determined for a space experience, so rare and so exciting
that the perfect embedded video projection screen just invites an experience that is exciting as
the ceiling on top.



ACOUSTIC  It is silent. 
Large, clear, stylish rooms with the corresponding glass fronts can 

now just be as they are – be acoustically in harmony
with all who live and work there.

These materials are of high quality and of course,
some of the most exciting new acoustic fabrics are made by PONGS®



PONGS Akutex®

A material with a fantastic design and acoustic properties. It is extremely sound-absorbing up to a αw-value of 0,90.
It is very easy to handle as a 30 m roll weighs just 25 kg and it is permanently flame retardant.
Additionally, it just feels very nice and has a huge creative potential when digitally printed or it’s painted in trendy color
versions like art canvas surfaces. Plus the material itself has a special weaving technique, no matter how you look at it,
you face always the same homogeneous surface.



  PONGS Silencio®

Function, design, aesthetics.

PONGS Silencio® is the first acoustic fabric with a three-dimensional surface of permanently flame retardant 
fibers of the highest quality (Trevira CS).
Silencio®s design possibilities are really exciting. The material looks spectacular in every color,
is even digitally printable and mediates through its three-dimensionality a special motif depth.



High compatibility with all common printing systems
max. print width of 500 cm, coating options
such as washing, waterproofing, paints, coatings in 540 cm width



FORMAT
printing sizes - there is nothing we can not print.

Think XXXL. An artistic expression, perfection and a simply spectacular implementation of an overall concept
of a leading architect in the town hall of Montpelier, France.
Here it has been counted on PONGS® materials.



lighting, dimming, coloring.
A homogeneous ceiling or wall in itself already is a beautiful object. If you just „turn it on“ and see how they become 
a wide space and a dimmable light source, nothing is as it was before. The standard „wow moment“ can left behind, 
because the room just looks spectacular!
LED lights behind PONGS high tech textiles create such a modern new sense of space that you really have to see it. 
Change dimming and the color by using a slide rule on your tablet or smartphone.
By that visions of the future suddenly have a permanent place in the realization of conversions or in your latest projects. 
And this as easy to install as pulling a few stripes for a regular lamp.





BACKLIGHTING
with Softimage lightbox, Artist heavy & Artist Mambo
Specially designed for backlighting, PONGS® textiles feature excellent digital printing quality. Best-sellers include Artist heavy or 
Softimage lightbox and Artist Mambo, both of which are crease-resistant and free of stress whitening. Add design highlights to 
your ambience. We guarantee that our products are free of hazardous substances and are therefore REACH-compliant. 
Made in Germany.



High-end textile for stretch wall and ceiling coverings with integrated Sanitized® hygiene technology: 
bonded silver ions safely combat multi-resistant bacteria, including MRSA, for the long term, ensuring an extended service life 
and improved functionality for the material. DESCOR® PREMIUM antibac offers protection, comfort and optimum hygiene for public 
buildings such as schools, hospitals and hotels.



DESCOR® ANTIBACDESCOR® ANTIBAC
Bacteria reduced by 99.99% thanks to Sanitized® silver ions 



Print & wall ARTeditions

Architects and real cool designers have rediscovered printed walls and ceilings.
The latest trend in digital printing is called „printerieur“ and it has become indispensable from contemporary interior design,
because nothing else is so quick and easy in building spectacular rooms.
The easy interchangeability and flexibility of our PONGS® high tech materials combined with back lighting and large print sizes 
- blossom the ideas how walls and ceilings have to look like. As never been seen before and as individual as never before.
With designs that are especially developed for large-scale digital prints by artists and designers for our PONGS®

Print Art Editions. Additional our PONGS® Wall Art Editions. These have been nominated materials at Heimtextil 2015
and stand for wall art creation in the highest level. Everything else is just wallpaper.



PONGS® - We certificate all of our products.
You find PONGS® high tech textiles within the largest construction projects up to the largest cruise liners.

A trust that is placed in us, we are worthy of - because of all the fantastic product properties some are particularly important:

Our products comply with all relevant building certificates worldwide.
This means that PONGS® customers are always safe when it comes to any major specifications.



Our claim CERTIFICATES
for all our products.

Project         Restaurant Nabulione (Paris)



Stories can be written about outstanding German companies and even some of them make actual history. PONGS® is 
one such company. Owner-managed in the second generation PONGS® is the textile high tech company ever. A world 
leader of a proud weaving and knitting machines capacity of 1.9 million sqm per month, realizing the most impressive new 
material properties from the yarn to the finished fabric.

PONGS® is a complete textile concept and market leader in the development and sale of digital print media worldwide.

Our diverse product variants make the groundbreaking creations in visual merchandising, store design, as well as in 
exhibitions, stages and theaters. On top of that, we are the largest supplier in the textile interior design. We present, with 
DESCOR®, Suntex®, Akutex® and Silencio® a complete system that connects the textile indoor and outdoor installation 
with sound absorption, fire protection and sun protection. And this from the largest cruise ship to the spectacular
large-scale projects of the most famous architects. Two large areas with one vision - demonstrate solutions and inspire 
our customers! With PONGS® cross selling all areas combined together and complement each other with a competence, 
product depth and innovation, you cannot find in any other company.

From filament to finished fabric.

PONGS® Printerieur goes even further into the design detail. Using high resolution digital fabric printing,
customized wholesale faces up to 5,05 m arise. This is the new trend future segment in interior design.
We also present our Innovation Award nominated PONGS® wall art editions. Everything else is wallpaper.

PONGS® textil is the largest supplier of decorative materials and with the new PONGS® design brand one of the most 
innovative suppliers of textile lifestyle design objects, created entirely and exclusive of our finest and trendiest fabrics.
This completes the textile concept PONGS® in very detail.

Be inspired and advised in everything we do, you are our main focus. Your vision is our driving force.
With a great team and a diversified product portfolio, we are sure to be the best possible partner for you.



DESCOR® PREMIUM

SCHWARZ/ BLACK
699148 - 00347 264

GELB/ YELLOW
599130 - 00900 457

BEIGE
599130 - 00900 451

NATURWEISS/ NATURAL WHITE
599130 - 00900 469

WEISS/ WHITE
599130 - 00900 450



polyester knitted fabric with polyurethane coating (PU) polyester knitted fabric with polyurethane coating (PU)

Specs

REF.
DESCOR® PREMIUM
Colour number
599130 - 00900 - ###

DESCOR® PREMIUM
Colour number
699148 - 00347 264

245 g/m² ± 5% 180 g/m² ± 5%

50m/ 55yrd 50m/ 55yrd

ca. 350 µm ca. 350 µm ± 10

15 × superior to PVC films 15 × superior to PVC films

* on request

Gross
in cm (inch)

320
(126)

360*
(142)

420
(165)

460*
(181)

520
(205)

Net
in cm (inch)

310
(122)

350*
(138)

410
(161)

450*
(177)

505
(199)

Gross
in cm (inch)

320
(126)

420
(165)

520
(205)

Net
in cm (inch)

310
(122)

410
(161)

505
(199)

DESCOR® PREMIUM solely applies to building professionals.
The system is exclusively used by specialists trained in this technique.
A list of recommended approved fitters is available on request.



DESCOR® PREMIUM acoustic

SCHWARZ/ BLACK
00347 - 086

WEISS/ WHITE
00900 - 085

Type of assembly E-50 according to DIN EN ISO 354 - lying on the ground
DESCOR® PREMIUM acoustic in front of 40 mm airspace
absorbed with 40 mm ISOVER SSP2
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Acoustic absorption value αw 0,90

acoustic absorption class A



polyester knitted fabric with polyurethane coating (PU)
with micro-perforation (invisible)
air permeable

Specs

REF.
DESCOR® PREMIUM acoustic
Colour number
699144 - ##### - ###

185 g/m² ± 5%

50m/ 55yrd

ca. 380 µm ± 10

15 × superior to PVC films

DIN EN ISO 354  - test report no 086-12-G01 (Akustikbüro Krämer + Stegmeier)

Gross
in cm (inch)

320
(126)

420
(165)

520
(205)

Net
in cm (inch)

310
(122)

410
(161)

505
(199)

DESCOR® PREMIUM solely applies to building professionals.
The system is exclusively used by specialists trained in this technique.
A list of recommended approved fitters is available on request.



DESCOR® PREMIUM star

SCHWARZ/ BLACK
00347 - 164

GRÜN/ GREEN
00900 - 165

DUNKELBEIGE/ DARK BEIGE
00900 - 157

GRAU/ GRAY
00900 - 167



polyester knitted fabric with polyurethane coating (PU)

REF.
DESCOR® PREMIUM star
Colour number
699143 - ##### - ###

250 g/m² ± 5%
185 g/m² ± 5% (black)

50m/ 55yrd

ca. 350 µm – 390 µm

15 × superior to PVC films

with aluminium pigment

* testing is instructed

*

Gross
in cm (inch)

320
(126)

420
(165)

520
(205)

Net
in cm (inch)

310
(122)

410
(161)

505
(199)

DESCOR® PREMIUM solely applies to building professionals.
The system is exclusively used by specialists trained in this technique.
A list of recommended approved fitters is available on request.



DESCOR® LIGHT

369



polyester knitted fabric with polyurethane coating (PU)

REF.
DESCOR® LIGHT
Colour number
599129 - 00900 - 369

230 g/m² ± 5%

50m/ 55yrd

ca. 430 µm

15 × superior to PVC films

Gross
in cm (inch)

320
(126)

420
(165)

520
(205)

Net
in cm (inch)

310
(122)

410
(161)

505
(199)

DESCOR® PREMIUM solely applies to building professionals.
The system is exclusively used by specialists trained in this technique.
A list of recommended approved fitters is available on request.



DESCOR® PREMIUM colour

270 208

249 275

248 274

247 273

245 210

246 272

244 216



polyester knitted fabric with polyurethane coating (PU)

Specs

REF.
DESCOR® PREMIUM colour
Colour number
699142 - 00900 - ###

50m/ 55yrd

15 × superior to PVC films

ca. 230 g/m² – 260 g/m² ± 5%

ca. 360 µm – 410 µm ± 10

Gross
in cm (inch)

315
(124)

510
(201)

Net
in cm (inch)

310
(122)

505
(199)

DESCOR® PREMIUM solely applies to building professionals.
The system is exclusively used by specialists trained in this technique.
A list of recommended approved fitters is available on request.



DESCOR® PREMIUM colour

223 230

222 229

221 228

220 227

218 225

219 226

217 224



polyester knitted fabric with polyurethane coating (PU)

Specs

REF.
DESCOR® PREMIUM colour
Colour number
699142 - 00900 - ###

50m/ 55yrd

15 × superior to PVC films

ca. 230 g/m² – 260 g/m² ± 5%

ca. 360 µm – 410 µm ± 10

Gross
in cm (inch)

315
(124)

510
(201)

Net
in cm (inch)

310
(122)

505
(199)

DESCOR® PREMIUM solely applies to building professionals.
The system is exclusively used by specialists trained in this technique.
A list of recommended approved fitters is available on request.



DESCOR® PREMIUM colour

236 243

235 242

234 241

233 240

231 238

232 239

276 237



polyester knitted fabric with polyurethane coating (PU)

Specs

REF.
DESCOR® PREMIUM colour
Colour number
699142 - 00900 - ###

50m/ 55yrd

15 × superior to PVC films

ca. 230 g/m² – 260 g/m² ± 5%

ca. 360 µm – 410 µm ± 10

Gross
in cm (inch)

315
(124)

510
(201)

Net
in cm (inch)

310
(122)

505
(199)

DESCOR® PREMIUM solely applies to building professionals.
The system is exclusively used by specialists trained in this technique.
A list of recommended approved fitters is available on request.



DESCOR® PREMIUM gradient

All available gradients can be visited at:  www.pongs.com

206 220

208

275

274

220

244

217



REF.

polyester knitted fabric with polyurethane coating (PU)

DESCOR® PREMIUM gradient
Colour number
699149 - 00900 - ###

250 g/m² – 310 g/m² ± 5%

50m/ 55yrd

ca. 350 µm – 410 µm ± 10

15 × superior to PVC films

with aluminium pigment

* testing is instructed

* *

Gross
in cm (inch)

310
(122)

410
(161)

505
(199)

Net
in cm (inch)

305
(120)

405
(159)

500
(197)

DESCOR® PREMIUM solely applies to building professionals.
The system is exclusively used by specialists trained in this technique.
A list of recommended approved fitters is available on request.



DESCOR® PREMIUM gradient

212 225

230

225

271

248

273

245

All available gradients can be visited at:  www.pongs.com



REF.

polyester knitted fabric with polyurethane coating (PU)

DESCOR® PREMIUM gradient
Colour number
699149 - 00900 - ###

250 g/m² – 310 g/m² ± 5%

50m/ 55yrd

ca. 350 µm – 410 µm ± 10

15 × superior to PVC films

with aluminium pigment

* testing is instructed

* *

Gross
in cm (inch)

310
(122)

410
(161)

505
(199)

Net
in cm (inch)

305
(120)

405
(159)

500
(197)

DESCOR® PREMIUM solely applies to building professionals.
The system is exclusively used by specialists trained in this technique.
A list of recommended approved fitters is available on request.



DESCOR® PREMIUM gradient

All available gradients can be visited at:  www.pongs.com

272 236

228

227

229

240

236

233



REF.

polyester knitted fabric with polyurethane coating (PU)

DESCOR® PREMIUM gradient
Colour number
699149 - 00900 - ###

250 g/m² – 310 g/m² ± 5%

50m/ 55yrd

ca. 350 µm – 410 µm ± 10

15 × superior to PVC films

with aluminium pigment

* testing is instructed

* *

Gross
in cm (inch)

310
(122)

410
(161)

505
(199)

Net
in cm (inch)

305
(120)

405
(159)

500
(197)

DESCOR® PREMIUM solely applies to building professionals.
The system is exclusively used by specialists trained in this technique.
A list of recommended approved fitters is available on request.



DESCOR® PREMIUM design

DESCOR PREMIUM design
599130 - 00900 - 450

DESCOR PREMIUM star design
699143 - 00900 - 157

DESCOR PREMIUM acoustic design
699144 - 00900 - 085

Exclusively printed byExclusively printed byExclusively printed by



polyester knitted fabric
with polyurethane coating (PU)

REF.
DESCOR® PREMIUM design
Colour number
599130 - 00900 - 450

245 g/m² – 315 g/m² ± 5%

ca. 350 µm – 410 µm ± 10

15 × superior to PVC films

Specs

CUTTING CUTTING CUTTING CUTTING CUTTING CUTTING

CUTTINGCUTTING CUTTING

polyester knitted fabric
with polyurethane coating (PU)

DESCOR® PREMIUM star design
Colour number
699143 - 00900 - 157

250 g/m² – 310 g/m² ± 5%

ca. 350 µm – 410 µm

15 × superior to PVC films

polyester knitted fabric
with polyurethane coating (PU) and
micro-perforation (invisible); air permeable

DESCOR® PREMIUM acoustic design
Colour number
699144 - 00900 - 085

185 g/m² – 245 g/m² ± 5%

ca. 380 µm – 440 µm ± 10

15 × superior to PVC films

All fabrics can be digital printed with individual images and sizes up to 5 m (small side).

DESCOR® PREMIUM solely applies to building professionals.
The system is exclusively used by specialists trained in this technique.
A list of recommended approved fitters is available on request.



SILENCIO® Size 5

104
Artic Ice

501
Desert Sand

945
Metal

162
Deep Water

523
Almond

347
Nero

303
Crystal

733
Canary

305
Silver Grey

525
Leaves

507
Pearl

235
Viola

947
Walnut

547
Cinnamon

333
Moskito

589
Turkish Coffee

739
Apricot

466
Red Pepper



100 % Trevira CS

Specs

REF.
SILENCIO® Size 5
Colour number
687350 - 00900 - ###

ca. 320 / 520 cm

350 g/m² ± 5%

CUTTING CUTTING

ca. 2 mm

339
Deep Black



SILENCIO® Size 10

104
Artic Ice

501
Desert Sand

945
Metal

162
Deep Water

523
Almond

347
Nero

303
Crystal

733
Canary

305
Silver Grey

525
Leaves

507
Pearl

235
Viola

947
Walnut

547
Cinnamon

333
Moskito

589
Turkish Coffee

739
Apricot

466
Red Pepper



100 % Trevira CS

Specs

REF.
SILENCIO® Size 10
Colour number
687351 - 00900 - ###

ca. 320 / 520 cm

350 g/m² ± 5%

CUTTING CUTTING

ca. 4 mm

339
Deep Black



SILENCIO® Size 5

003
White

Type of assembly E-50 according to DIN EN ISO 354 - lying on the ground
SILENCIO® SIze 5 in front of a cavity of 50 mm 
with 2 x 20 mm ISOVER SSP2 insulation

Acoustic absorption value αw 0,85

acoustic absorption class B
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Specs

REF.

100 % Trevira CS

SILENCIO® Size 5
White
687300 - 00900 - 003

300 g/m² ± 5%

315 / 505 cm

LATEX INK CUTTING CUTTING

ca. 2 mm



SILENCIO® Size 10

003
White

Type of assembly E-50 according to DIN EN ISO 354 - lying on the ground
SILENCIO® SIze 10 in front of a cavity of 50 mm 
with 2 x 20 mm ISOVER SSP2 insulation

Acoustic absorption value αw 0,85

acoustic absorption class B
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100 % Trevira CS

Specs

REF.
SILENCIO® Size 10
White
687301 - 00900 - 003

300 g/m² ± 5%

315 / 505 cm

LATEX INK CUTTING CUTTING

ca. 4 mm



AKUTEX®

545

331

162

731

303347

466

329

727

440

638

541

235

309

628 642



100 % Polyester

Specs

REF.
AKUTEX®

Colour number
506251 - ### 

ca. 308 cm

100 Pa: 192 l/(m2s)
200 Pa: 342 l/(m2s)

270 g/m² ± 5%

warp: 107,5 N
weft: 115,2 N

CUTTING CUTTING CUTTING

ca. 620 µm ± 10

5-6 Type of assembly E-50 according to DIN EN ISO 354 - lying on the ground
AKUTEX® in front of 50 mm airspace absorbed with 40 mm ISOVER SSP2

Acoustic absorption value αw 0,90

acoustic absorption class A
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Akustikvlies

Type of assembly  20 mm Akustikvlies, no foil, in wooden frame
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White



100 % Polyester

Specs

REF. Akustikvlies
White

ca. 270 cm

400 g/m² ± 5%

CUTTING CUTTING CUTTING

ca. 20 mm



Backlit fabrics

Artist heavy
564250 - 00900 - 042

Artist Backlite
564252 - 00900 - 083

Artist Mambo
564160 - 00900 - 137



100 % Polyester

REF.
Artist heavy
Colour number
564250 - 00900 - 042

280 g/m² ± 5%

Light

103, 137, 155, 205, 
252, 310, 505 cm

26,9 % (DIN EN 410)

Specs

CUTTINGCUTTING CUTTING

LATEX INK

CUTTING

LATEX INK

CUTTING

100 % Polyester

Artist Backlite
Colour number
564252 - 00900 - 083

250 g/m² ± 5%

103, 137, 155, 252, 310, 505 cm

31,9 % (DIN EN 410)

All fabrics can be digital printed with individual images.

CUTTING CUTTINGCUTTING

LATEX INK

100 % Polyester

Artist Mambo
Colour number
564160 - 00900 - 137

170 g/m² ± 5%

103, 155, 310, 505 cm

26,9 % (DIN EN 410)

in testing

DESCOR® PREMIUM solely applies to building professionals.
The system is exclusively used by specialists trained in this technique.
A list of recommended approved fitters is available on request.



Backlit fabrics

Softimage lightbox
599180 - 00900 - 173

Backlite Premium
599280 - 00900 - 140

Stretch Twill Soft
584097 - 00900 - 123



100 % Polyester

REF.
Softimage lightbox
Colour number
599180 - 00900 - 173

205 g/m² ± 5%

Light

103, 155, 252, 310, 505 cm

35,7 % (DIN EN 410)

Specs

CUTTING CUTTING CUTTINGCUTTING

LATEX INK LATEX INKRESISTANT
CREASE-

CUTTING

100 % Polyester

Backlite Premium
Colour number
599280 - 00900 - 140

280 g/m² ± 5%

103, 155, 252, 310, 505 cm

14,5 % (DIN EN 410)

All fabrics can be digital printed with individual images.

CUTTING CUTTING

100 % Polyester

Stretch Twill Soft
Colour number
584097 - 00900 - 123

115 g/m² ± 5%

103, 155, 310 cm

26,9 % (DIN EN 410)

DESCOR® PREMIUM solely applies to building professionals.
The system is exclusively used by specialists trained in this technique.
A list of recommended approved fitters is available on request.


